* * Partners in the Trilateral Euregio Cluster Background. The recently developed paleoclassical model [1] sets the minimum level of electron thermal transport in a tokamak. The transport level predicted by the paleoclassical model is in good agreement [2] with experimental observations in many cases when fluctuationinduced anomalous transport is small, i.e., in (near-)ohmic plasmas in small to medium size tokamaks, inside Internal Transport Barriers (ITBs) or edge Transport Barriers (H-mode pedestal). In this paper predictions of the paleoclassical transport model are compared in detail with data from such kinds of plasmas: ohmic discharges from the RTP tokamak, EC heated RTP discharges featuring both dynamic and shot-to-shot scans of the ECH power deposition radius [3] , and off-axis EC heated discharges from the TEXTOR tokamak [4] .
